ed retail price: $39.99), which measures
sperm concentration and motility.
Apparently men living in cities are more
likely to score better on such tests than
their country cousins. A study published
by an epidemiologist in the December
2002 issue of Environmental Health
Perspectives found that men living in agricultural areas have lower sperm density
and motility than their urban counterparts. Researchers suspect that certain
chemicals used in agricultural work in
rural areas might act as endocrine
inhibitors, altering the functioning of male

hormones and thus fertility.
Those who work the flip side of the fertility coin—contraception—will soon be
targeting men with their wares as well.
Schering, a German pharmaceutical company, recently announced that it is joining
with Dutch drug manufacturer Akzo
Nobel to develop a contraceptive pill for
men that they hope to make available in
five to seven years. Whether or not men
will cotton to the idea of taking birth control pills is another question—no doubt
one that Schering will leave to its marketing department to answer.

Bill Gates, the Prince
The Muddled Microsoft Case and Stone-Age Antitrust Laws

T

he recent settlement of the major
antitrust case against Microsoft
ostensibly marks the conclusion of
those regrettable and costly proceedings—and hopefully also the end of the
drama, at times quite bizarre, that pervaded the litigation.
The case pertained to the way Microsoft
threw its weight around, using its dominance as the maker of the Windows operating system against other software companies. Most notably, Microsoft packaged
its Internet browser within Windows.
Critics claimed that the browser bundling
gave Microsoft’s browser an illegal advantage over other Internet browsers;
Microsoft argued that tucking the browser
into Windows made sense for users.
As the case crawled through the courts,
the software industry zipped along, eventually making central parts of the case
largely moot. One of Microsoft’s chief
opponents, Netscape, saw its share of the
browser market dwindle to almost nothing
before it was purchased by America

Online, another Microsoft competitor.
AOL expanded into a giant, then deflated.
The “dot-com bubble” burst, stocks fell,
Internet companies disappeared—and
throughout the tumult, the Microsoft case
plodded along in a legal system oblivious
to the rapidly changing times.
Meanwhile, the case itself took some
strange turns. First, some old e-mails
came back to haunt Bill Gates in the courtroom. Then it was revealed that one
Microsoft competitor, Oracle, hired investigators to snoop through the trash of various pro-Microsoft organizations. Later,
one of the judges involved in the case made
such egregiously inappropriate and biased
comments to the press—Judge Jackson
compared Microsoft’s executives to drug
dealers and murderers, and questioned the
intelligence of the company’s lawyers—
that his decision to break up the company
was overturned. With so little substance
and so much at stake, and with ambitious
competitors and posturing politicians constantly taking potshots at the company, the
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Microsoft case became precisely the sort of
circus that characterized economic and
political life in the 1990s.
But all this is drawing to an end. In early
November 2002, Microsoft reached a settlement with the Justice Department and
nine states, bringing U.S. v. Microsoft to a
close. The settlement imposed minor
restrictions on the company but included
none of the far harsher remedies that had
been proposed, like breaking the company
into two or three parts.
With the help of a special committee of
technical advisors, U.S. District Judge
Colleen Kollar-Kotelly will be watching
and enforcing the settlement for five years,
with a possible extension of two more
years if Microsoft engages in “a pattern of
willful and systemic violation.” The judge
ended the executive summary of her decision with this note of caution: “The Court
will hold Microsoft’s directors, particularly
those who testified before this Court,
responsible for implementing each provision of this remedial decree. Let it not be
said of Microsoft that ‘a prince never lacks
legitimate reasons to break his promise,’
for this Court will exercise its full panoply
of powers to ensure that the letter and spirit of this remedial decree are carried out.”
It has been suggested—or is it obvious?—that the judge’s warning, with its
out-of-context quotation from Machiavelli’s
Prince, is directed specifically at Bill Gates.
With its own new corporate compliance
committee in place, Microsoft has rushed
to assure investors that it won’t again run
afoul of the feds.
But several outstanding suits against
Microsoft will keep it in the legal news. As
of this writing, at least two of the states
involved in the antitrust litigation,
Massachusetts and West Virginia, have
decided to appeal the settlement. The

European Commission also has an unresolved antitrust case against Microsoft; it
is unclear whether the direction of that
case, which relates to server software, will
be affected by the U.S. settlement. And a
few other private lawsuits against the company, filed by competitors like Sun
Microsystems, are still alive and kicking in
a federal court in Baltimore.
Charles James, who was until recently
the U.S. Assistant Attorney General in
charge of antitrust, told the American Bar
Association that he fears that the
Microsoft case is a “portent of what future
antitrust can be: a major Washington
power grab like a major piece of legislation
or a lobbying campaign.” Indeed, so long
as the government doesn’t update its antiquated antitrust policies for the modern
age, companies will continue to use them
tactically against one another.
Still, none of the remaining lawsuits
against Microsoft is as serious as the federal
case that has been settled, and none of them
is likely to involve penalties as severe as
some that were proposed during U.S. v.
Microsoft. All that talk about splitting up the
company into “Baby Bills” is passé. Now
Microsoft—the company that once used the
tagline “Where do you want to go today?”—
has to decide in what direction it wants to
go. Some critics think that Microsoft and its
flagship Windows product are about to
lapse into irrelevance as portable computing
devices become more popular. Others say
that Microsoft is in danger of becoming
much too powerful. (According to the
Computer and Communications Industry
Association, an anti-Microsoft organization,
“Microsoft is poised to monopolize the
Internet itself.”) Microsoft CEO Steve
Ballmer recently said he wants to make
sure that his company is successful and
respected “not just today, but really over
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the next 50 years.” The direction his company chooses in the post-lawsuit era will

decide whether Microsoft will be around
that long.

Mapping the Mind
Our New Techniques for Scanning the Psyche

W

hile maps of the genome provide a picture of humanity’s
biological building blocks,
maps of the mind are beginning to alter
our understanding of our mental life.
Psychic cartography has become a favorite
tool of neuroscientists and is offering some
interesting and surprising insights about
the workings of the brain.
There are four general ways for scientists to watch and measure the functions of
the brain. Electroencephalography (EEG,
first developed in 1929) is the most established and the simplest of the four. It measures brain activity by analyzing the frequency spectrum of electrical waves emitted by the brain. Its results usually do not
allow for very specific study of individual
regions of the brain, but it is well suited
for researching general brain function. For
example, in a study published last summer
in the journal Neuropsychopharmacology,
researchers reported that EEG results
showed marked changes in the brain activity of patients taking antidepressant medication, often weeks before patients become
aware of the drug’s effects.
While EEG measures brainwaves, three
other technologies developed in the second
half of the twentieth century involve actual images of living brains. The most familiar of these is computerized axial tomography (the CAT scan, introduced in the
1970s), which uses x-rays and computers
to produce clear cross-section images of
body parts. CAT scans are routinely performed to examine brain damage and to

look at structural abnormalities in the
brain. Data from CAT scans has been helpful to researchers studying such phenomena as aneurysms and tumors.
In positron emission tomography (PET
scanning, developed in the early 1970s)
subjects are injected with a radioactive substance that can be detected as it breaks
down in the body, allowing doctors and scientists to track blood flow in the brain and
monitor activity in its different regions.
Last July, researchers at the University of
Pittsburgh announced a new technique
which uses PET scanning to detect the
onset of Alzheimer’s disease, and which
could potentially show the presence of the
disease years before any symptoms become
apparent. Alzheimer’s replaces healthy
brain tissue with clumps of plaque and
dead neurons, but until the development of
this latest scanning technique, doctors
could not detect this process in a living
patient. The new scans, while obviously
preliminary, may offer early warning to
potential Alzheimer’s patients and perhaps
enable scientists to learn more about the
progression of the disease.
The most sophisticated of the scanning
methods uses powerful magnets and radio
waves to create a picture of the brain. This
technique, magnetic resonance imaging
(or MRI, first used in 1977) can be used to
study the tissues and structures of the
brain in outstanding detail. An updated
version of the same technology, called
functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI, first demonstrated in 1991), can
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